I. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

1. Sex
   1. X male
   2. X female

2. Date of birth
   day
   month
   year

3. Legal marital status (for persons born before 12 may 1999- aged 15 years and over)
   1. X unmarried
   2. X married
   3. X widowed
   4. X divorced

3a. Is the person living in consensual union? (for persons born before 12 may 1999- aged 15 years and over)
   1. X yes
   2. X no

4. Number of live born children (for women born before 12 may 1999)
   If the woman didn't have any delivery write 00 in the boxes

5. Place of birth
   1. X in the place of Census
   2. X in other place in Republic of Moldova
   3. X in other country

6. Town/ village
   Rayon/Municipality

6a. Country

7. Is the person living in the place of enumeration?
   1. X Yes
   2. X No, lives elsewhere in RM

8. Is the person present in the place of enumeration on the census date?
   1. X Yes
   2. X No, is staying elsewhere in R.
   3. X Yes, in visit/on holidays, otherwise lives abroad
   4. X No, is staying in other country

9. Reason for presence/ absence elsewhere in RM
   1. X work
   2. X school attendance
   3. X family-related
   4. X other reason

10. Reason for absence in other country
    1. X work
    2. X family-related
    3. X diplomat of RM
    4. X a family member of diplomats

11. Address

12. Country

13. Year and month of last departure (month is to be fill for persons left in 2013/2014)

13a. How many months or years more the person intends to be absent/ present:
   X undetermined, no limit
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CHESTIONAR PERSOANĂ
(as on 12 May 2014, hour 0:00 a.m.)

According to Law 90 of 26.04.2012: Delivery of data is compulsory (Art. 11.2). Confidentiality of information is ensured. The data will be used only for statistical purposes (Article 12).
14. Frequency of returning to the place of residence:

- Weekly
- Monthly
- Every 3 months
- Every 6 months
- Once in 2-3 years
- Rarely

15. In the last 12 months (may 2013-may 2014) you were mostly present:

- In RM
- Abroad

16. Is the person living in the present place (settlement) of residence since his/ her birth (without interruptions)?

- Yes
- No

17. Since when the person is living in the present place (settlement) of residence? (month is to be filled for persons that settled in 2013)

18. Where from the person moved in the present place (settlement) of residence?

- From other settlement from RM Rayon/municipality
- From other country

19. Has the person ever continuously reside outside the Republic of Moldova for one year or longer?

- Yes
- No
- Still resides

20. Last foreign country in which the person resided

21. Year of arrival/ return in RM

22. Citizenship

- Republic of Moldova
- Another country
- RM and other country
- No citizenship

22a. Country

II. ETHNO-CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

23. Ethnicity

- Not declared

24. Mother tongue

- Not declared

25. Language usually used for communication

- Not declared

26. Other languages known

- Not declared

27. Religion (as declared by the person)

- Not declared

III. EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

28. Highest completed level of education (for persons born before 12 may 2004 - aged 10 years and over)

- Without education
- Incomplete primary education
- Primary education
- Lower secondary education / gymnasium
- Upper secondary education/ lyceum
- Secondary vocational
- Secondary specialized
- Higher education, including cycle I
- Master degree, including cycle II
- Postgraduate (doctorate, post-doctorate)

29. Can the person read and write?

- Yes
- No

For the person absent for more than 12 months (at p 13 the date is before may 2013) – STOP
30. School currently attending (for all persons)

- No
- Preschool education
- Primary education
- Secondary specialized
- Gymnasium
- Lyceum
- Secondary vocational
- Higher education, including cycle I
- Master degree, including cycle II
- Postgraduate (doctorate, post-doctorate)

IV. ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

For the persons born before 12 May 1999 (aged 15 years and older)

31. Did the person work at least one hour in the week 5th-11th May, for payment, profit or family gain, in cash or in kind?

Including the persons who have a paid job, but are temporary absent due to leave (including maternity leave, illness, etc.), short-term interruption of the working process (due to lack of materials, strike, etc.)

1. Yes, for wage or salary, on the basis of an individual contract or verbal agreement
2. Yes, own business, continuously attracting new employees
3. Yes, in own business, no employees, freelancer or other independent activities
4. Yes, production/manufacturing cooperative member
5. Yes, unpaid family worker (helps another family member in its own business)
6. Yes, working on own or family production of agricultural products for sale and consumption
7. Yes, working on own or family production of agricultural products solely for own consumption
8. No, the person didn't work

32. The main reason why the person didn't work in the week from 5th to 11th May:

1. Unemployed, never worked before
2. Unemployed, but worked before
3. Waiting to start the new job (already found)
4. Student or pupil
5. Retired
6. Housewife/ houseman
7. Seasonal worker
8. Preparing to go abroad to work / look for a job
9. Stay paid by state, private institutions or other persons
10. Other situation (dependent on other persons, other sources, etc.)

33. Occupation (position held (official servant, clerk) or job/profession performed (workers, freelancers, etc.)

34. Status in employment

1. Employee (labour contract/verbal agreement)
2. Own business, attracting continuously new employees
3. Self-employed without employees
4. Unpaid family worker
5. Member of production cooperative
6. Other

35. Place of work

1. The full name of the unit/subdivision (unit: LTD, JSC, state enterprise, organization, institution, etc.; subdivision: plant, factory, shop, transportation base, canteen, etc.)

2. The main activity of the unit/subdivision: for employees: type of production/services of the working unit, for non-employees (no companies), the type of products/services produced / provided by the individual
36. Geographical location of workplace

1 X in the place (settlement)  ➔  37  2 X in another settlement in the country  ➔  36a  3 X in another country  ➔  36b

36a. Settlement

36b. Country

37. Did the person actively seek a job during the last 4 weeks?

1 X yes ➔ 38  2 X no ➔ 40

38. Since when the person is seeking a job?

1 X yes ➔ 39  2 X no

39. Is the person available to start working in the next 2 weeks if finds a job now?

1 X yes ➔  2 X no

40. Did the person work abroad during the last 12 months?

1 X yes ➔ number of months ➔  2 X no

41. Did the person perform any volunteer activities in the week 5th-11th May?

1 X yes ➔  2 X no

42. Indicate all sources of income during the last 12 months (multiple answer)

1 X salary  8 X scholarships
2 X individual agricultural activity, auxiliary household  9 X transfers from abroad
3 X own activity (personal business)  10 X income generated by property
4 X pension  11 X another source of income
5 X disability allowance  12 X stay paid by state institutions
6 X unemployment benefit  13 X stay paid by other persons
7 X other social benefits (compensation, allowance, social aid, etc)

42a. Indicate the main source of income

(copy its number from 42)

V. DIFFICULTIES IN PERFORMING BASIC DAILY ACTIVITIES FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITY

43. Indicate which of the difficulties listed below the person may have carried out in daily activities (as declared by the person)

Person has:

1 difficulty seeing, even if wearing glasses?  X a. No, no difficulty  X b. Yes, some difficulty  X c. Yes, a lot of difficulty  X d. Cannot do at all  X e. Helping equipment
2 difficulty hearing, even if using a hearing aid?  X  43a X  X  X 43a
3 difficulty walking or climbing steps?  X  X  X  X  X
4 difficulty remembering or concentrating?  X  X  X  X
5 difficulty (with self-care such as) washing all over or dressing?  X  X  X  X
6 Using his/ her usual (customary) language, does he/she have difficulty communicating, for example understanding or being understood?

43a. Do you benefit from help of another person

1 X da  2 X nu

The information was provided by:

X respondent
X a household member
X another person
X from administrative sources

The recorded information corresponds to my statements:

The respondent: _____________________________ name, surname _____________________________ signature
Filled in by the enumerator: _____________________________ name, surname _____________________________ signature